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K Y B E R N E T I K A — VOLUME 38 ( 2 0 0 2 ) , NUMBER 2, P A G E S 1 9 7 - 2 0 8 

OPTIMAL DECENTRALIZED CONTROL DESIGN 
WITH DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING1 

P E T R O S G. VOULGARIS 

In this paper we present an input-output point of view for the problem of closed loop 
norm minimization of stable plants when a decentralized structure and a disturbance de
coupling property are imposed on the controller. We show that this problem is convex and 
present approaches to its solution in the optimal t\ sense in the nontrivial case which is 
when the block off-diagonal terms of the plant have more columns than rows. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Decentralized control has been studied extensively over the last thirty five years or 
so and a rich literature has been generated on various aspects of the problem. Yet, 
it is fair to say that the problem of optimal performance still remains a challenge 
to the control community due to each complexity, notably the lack of a convex 
characterization of the problem (e. g., [6, 12] and references therein). The decoupling 
and noninteracting control problem has also been investigated intensively during the 
same time frame and several results on the problem of optimal design have been 
obtained (e.g., [10, 15, 16] and references therein). 

In this paper we consider a combination of the the above problems for the special 
case of stable plants. In particular, we are investigating the problem of closed loop 
norm minimization with a decentralized controller which also provides decoupling 
of the effect of disturbances (or reference commands for that matter) occurring 
at the output of the plant. The interesting feature of this problem is that, using 
the Youla-Kucera (YK) parametrization of all stabilizing controllers [9, 17], the 
constraints on the controller become convex constraints on the YK parameter Q. 
Thus, the resulting model matching problem is convex irrespective of the norm 
used. This basic observation allows for investigation of various approaches to solve 
the underlying closed loop minimization problem. In the paper we provide a more 
detailed exposition in the case of l\ optimal control and furnish a solution procedure 
to achieve performance within any prespecified accuracy from optimal. 

^ h i s work is supported in part by ONR grants N00014-95-1-0948, N00014-96-1-1181, N00014-
97-1-0153 and NSF CCR 00-85917 ITR. 
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The notation used in the paper is standard and we refer to textbooks (e.g., [5]) 
for further details: c° is the space of matrices the elements of which are 1-sided 
sequences converging to zero, t\ is the subspace of c° which contains the absolutely 
summable sequences, £2 is the the space of complex valued transfer function matrices 
that are square integrable on the unit circle, %2 is the subspace of £2 that contains 
the functions that are analytic in the unit disc, and, HQQ is the subspace of H2 which 
contains the essentially bounded functions on the unit circle. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Consider the feedback configuration of a stable, finite dimensional, discrete-time 
plant P with the controller C as in Figure 1, where the control input u and plant 
output y are partitioned into two (possibly vector) components u\, U2 and y\, y2 

respectively, i. e., u = ( * J and y = f ). Let P and C be partitioned accordingly 

as 
P\i -P12 A £, __ (C\\ C\2 
P\i P22) \C\2 C22 

Let S := (I — PC)-1 = I c
1 1 12 ) denote the sensitivity function where its 

\o\2 022 J 
partitioning is inherited from P and C in the obvious manner. Moreover, let $ 
represent a closed loop map that captures the overall input-output characteristics of 
interest to the design between exogenous disturbances and regulated variables. In 
relation to Figure 1, $ could be as 

~_( Ww(I-PC)-1 WnPV-CP)-1 \ 
\W2\C(I - PC)-1

 W22(I-CP)-1CP) 

where W^s are weights selected by the designer. Let | |$ | | refer to any norm, e.g., 
7^2, Ttoo or t\. Since its particular type is not important at this stage we will use 
the norm symbol generically. The problem of interest is as follows: 

Problem (P) . Find, if possible, a decentralized C, i. e., C12 = C21 = 0, such that 
S is decoupled, i.e., S\2 = S21 = 0> ar-d the norm | |$ | | is minimized subject to 
internal stability. 

In the problem formulation above, there are two constraints on the allowable sta
bilizing controllers: (i) the decentralized structure and (ii) the (output) decoupling 
property that the resulting S is (block) diagonal and hence the effects of distur
bances d0 to the output channels y of the plant decouple. Note that the effects of 
these disturbances to the control inputs u also decouple since C is constrained to be 
(block) diagonal. Also note that since the plant P is assumed stable, the trivial case 
C = 0 is always a feasible point in the optimization posed in (P). Finally, we mention 
that the input decoupling case, i.e., requiring (I — C P ) " 1 be (block)-diagonal, can 
be treated analogously and will not be presented here. 
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Fig. 1. Feedback configuration. 

3. PROBLEM SOLUTION 

3.1. Problem transformation 

Considering the YK parametrization [17] in the case of stable plants, all stabilizing 
controllers, not necessarily decentralized or decoupling, are given as C = — Q(I — 
PQ)'1 where Q is any stable map. With this parametrization the closed loop 
becomes $ = H — UQV with H, U, V stable, finite dimensional and fixed depending 
only on the problem data. In addition, the sensitivity map becomes S = I — 
PQ. Thus, the decentralization and decoupling requirements on C transform to 
constraints on Q. In particular, as it can be seen from the previous relationships, 
S is block diagonal if and only if PQ is block diagonal. Hence, C and S are block 
diagonal if and only if Q and PQ block diagonal, or equivalently 

Q 
=(Qu Qn\ 

\Ql2 Q22) 
with Q12 = Q21 = 0 

and 
E12<322 = 0, E21O.11=0. 

Thus, all the constraints on Q are convex and therefore the problem 

li:=M\\m = ™l\\H ~UQV\\ 

with C stabilizing, decentralized and decoupling, is an infinite dimensional (the pulse 
response coefficients of Q) convex problem. Clearly from the above description of 
the constraints on Q, the problem has a nontrivial solution i.e., C 7-= 0, if and only 
if any of the block off-diagonal terms P12 and P2i have more columns than rows, 
i.e., they are "fat"; more precisely if and only if they have normal row rank which 
is strictly smaller than their column dimension. In this case not both Qn and Q22 
are forced to be zero which in turn implies that not both C\\ and C22 are zero. 
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In the sequel we explore further the constraints on Q to recast the problem in a 
more suitable for our purposes form. We also assume that both P i 2 and P 2 i have 
full normal row rank which is strictly smaller than their column dimension. We start 
by reformatting the constraint P12Q22 — 0. To this end, let P i 2 be written in the 
Smith form (e.g., [5]) as 

Pi2 = l7iEi(I0)tf2 

where U\ and C/2 are stable and stably invertible, square transfer function matrices, 
and Si is diagonal. Then the constraint P12Q22 — 0 becomes 

(/0)C/ 2Q 2 2 = 0. 

Let __ 

a.-»«»=-(&) 
then the resulting constraint is that Q2l = 0 while Q22 is a free stable parameter. 
Hence in terms of the original parameter Q22 we have that 

Q^ = U"{Q°22)-U"{°I)^-

Similarly for the other constraint P 2 i Q n = 0 we can obtain that 

"̂••"'UJ-'̂ ?)5" 
where Qn is a free stable parameter and V2

l is a stable unimodular map associated 
with the Smith form P 2 i = ViE2(J 0)1^. Summarizing the previous discussions we 
have the following 

P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Problem (P) is equivalent to 

/x = inf | |Я-łУ<ҘV| 
Q 

where 
(-,-1 (0\ n \ 

u = u 
-' (?) 

Щ 

and 

' - Гo" 

•(?) 

Q22) 

with Q1X and Q22 arbitrary stable maps. 

In general, the resulting model matching problem of Proposition 3.1 is, although 
convex, nonstandard since the off-diagonal blocks of Q have to be zero. Certain 
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problems however that involve only the effect of the output disturbance d0 in $ 
readily transform to decoupled standard problems. For example, if $ = 5, based on 

the previous analysis $ = ( n n T f> 7=7 I where Pii = PnVf1 ( r ) 
V u 1 - I22V22/ \ I / 

and P>22 = P22U21 ( r I which is clearly decoupled. In the paper we are interested 

in a more general $ that may include couplings from input disturbances d{ and the 
weight selections. Such $ provides better robustness and flexibility in the overall 
design. 

3.2. Approaches for solving the equivalent problem 

In principle, one can solve the problem by considering truncations of the Q parameter 
[1] and thus approximating the problem with a finite dimensional (the pulse response 
coefficients of the truncated Q) convex programming problem 

fjiN~mt\\H-UQNV\\ 
Q 

where QN is a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) of length N (block-diagonal) system. 
It can be easily checked that /JLN —> // monotonically from above as N -» 00. The 
main shortcoming of this method is that it cannot indicate how close to the optimal 
solution is the converging upper bound /JLN. TO do so, one needs converging lower 
bounds as well. In the sequel we specialize the discussion to t\ related problems 
where we provide solutions within any predefined accuracy. 

3.2.1. £i-norm minimization 

In this case one can use an extension of the scaled-Q method in [8] to provide 
converging upper and lower bounds to /i. In particular, for the problem at hand 
let PN denote the iVth truncation operator and define the two, finite dimensional, 
linear programs (LP)s: 

subject to 

and 

subject to 

I/JV(O) := minmax{||H - R\\,« ||Q||} 

PN(R) = PN(ÚQV), PN{Q) is block diagonal 

liN(ct) :=minmax{| | .fz r- JR|| ,a | |Q| |} 

R = UPN(Q)V, PN(Q) is block diagonal 

where a is a scalar positive parameter. Note that the linear programs above will 
be finite dimensional if the A-transforms U(X) and V(X) are polynomials. This 
however can always be done, for example, by absorbing the least common multiple 
of the denominator polynomials of U(X) and V"(A) mto (^(A^The variables in the 
first LP for computing uN(a) are i2(0), . . . , R(N), Q(0),. • •, Q(N) related through 
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PN(R) = PN(UQV) that generates finitely many constraints on R(i)s and Q(i)s 
with Q(i) being block diagonal. The second LP for computing fiN(a) has variables 
Q(0) , . . . ,Q(1V) with Q(i) being block diagonal that generate finitely many R(i)s 
via R = UPN(Q)V since UPN(Q)V corresponds to a polynomial transfer function 
matrix. 

In the sequel we assume that U(X) and V(X) do not loose rank for any A on 
the unit circle, i.e., A = expj6/, and, they have full normal column and row rank 
respectively. Moreover, we assume ji > 0. The following can now be shown. 

T h e o r e m 3 .1 . An optimal solution Q to the problem in Proposition 3.1 exists. 
Moreover, there exists an > 0 such that for all a with 0 < a < an it holds that 
/i/v(a) -> /x monotonically from above and vN(a) —•> /i monotonically from below as 
N -» oo. 

P r o o f . Existence follows from the fact that Q can be constrained to be bounded 
in order to achieve optimal (or near-optimal) performance. Indeed, it is enough to 
search for R = UQV with \\R\\ < 2 ||II|| since otherwise 

\\H-R\\>\\R\\-\\H\\>\\H\\>n 

where we have used that a legitimate Q is Q = 0 which obeys obviously the constraint 
of being block diagonal and hence \\H - U0V\\ = ||H|| > //. If now U(X) and V(X) 
do not loose rank for any A on the unit circle and in addition they have full normal 
column and row rank respectively we have that Q = U~lRV~r where U~l and V~r 

are left and right inverses of U and V respectively. Thus as in [8] 

<2||L7- /||||H||||y- /|| 

where the norms ||E/"~'||, | | ^~ ' | | a r e taken to be t\ norms of 2-sided sequences 
(which will be bounded since U~l, and V~l are rational without poles at on the 
unit disk). Based on Alaoglu's Theorem (e.g., [2], p. 130) we can guarantee the 
existence of a sequence {Qn} of block diagonal Qn converging weak * to a Q £ t\ 
with liminfn \\H — t/"QnV|| = /I; it follows easily that Q is block triangular and by 
standard semicontinuity properties of weak * convergence 

H - ÜQ V < l i m i n f | | Я - t ľ Q n У | | = / í 
П 

which establishes existence. The rest of the theorem is a condensation of results in 
[8] which can be reproduced with exactly the same arguments as in [8]. The block 
diagonal requirement on Q introduces additional functionals in c° that need to be 
added in the characterization of M~ in Lemma 2 of [8]. These are of the form 
(0, W^k) k = 0,1,2,.. . where (z, j) correspond to the indices of the elements in Q 
that are constrained to be zero and W%Jk (m) = A when m = k axidW^k (m) = 0 
when m / k where .A is a constant matrix of the same dimension as Q having zeros 
(0) in all its entries except the ijth which is set to one (1). The scalar an > 0 in the 
theorem can be taken as an = i\o°\\' ^~ 
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The bound a?o > 0 can be taken as any lower bound on TTATT where Q is any 

optimal solution. A lower bound of ji is the unconstrained optimal l\ cost denoted as 
fiu. An upper bound on Q has been established in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Hence, 
an can be computed apriori assuming fiu > 0; even if no nonzero lower bounds on \x 
can be computed (as a matter of fact, even if \i = 0) still converging lower and upper 
bounds to \i can be obtained as indicated [8]. The above theorem guarantees that 
performance arbitrarily close to optimal within any prespecified tolerance can be 
delivered by selecting Q as the FIR solution that achieves /x/v(a) for appropriate N. 

We would like to mention that if U(\) and V(\) have full normal row and/or 
column rank respectively, i.e., fat and/or tall matrices respectively, the existence of 

an optimal Q is not guaranteed even if U(\) and V"(A) do not loose rank for any A 
on the unit circle. This is in contrast to the unconstrained case. The following is an 
example to illustrate the point in such a situation. 

Consider a simple constrained case where 

tøi&) = (/.i/i2)-(ӣiӣ2)(ţ ° ) 

with all the systems appearing above being stable and scalar. A simple manipulation 
leads to 

(01 fa) - (hi - uiqi h2 - u2q2). 

Hence minimizing | |(0i 0 2 ) | | amounts to minimizing | |^i—^iqi | | overgi and \\h2—u2q2\ 
over q2. Let 

fi2(A) = ( 0 . 5 - A ) ( l - A ) 

and 
h2(\) = 2(l-\) 

and let u\(\) be anything as long it does not have a zero at A = 1. Then (ui u2)(\) 
does not loose rank on the unit circle. Yet, \\h2 — u2q2\\ does not have a minimizer 
q2 as it is indicated in Example 10.6.1 in [5]. 

Despite the absence of an existence guarantee in the case when U(\) and V(\) 
have full normal row and/or column rank respectively, the same techniques as in [8] 
can be used to provide arbitrarily close to optimal solutions [14]. 

3.2.2. An example 

Consider 

/ 1 1 l i l 0\ 
~ 9 \ i o o 11 1 ) 

where 

0.1(Л + 0.1) 
9 ~ A + 0.2 " 
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We are interested in minimizing the £\ norm | |$ | | where 

$ = ((I-PC)'1 W(I-CP)-1) 

with W = wl, 

-0.3333A 
W ~ A - 0.3333 

while ensuring the structural constraints of decoupling 

(I - « » - 1 = ( ; . ) 

and decentralization 

/ * o\ 
* 0 
* 0 
0 * 

\ o * ) 

Following Section 3, we have 

E12 = ð(Ю) 

E21 = 5 ( Ю 0 ) 

Q ì i 

0 0 
1 0 | Q и 
0 1 

with 

Moreover, 

Q 22 Q 22 

Q 11 
V 921 ) 

22 — ^22-

V W 

= ( 9 9 9 \ 
\0 0 g ) 

( 1 0 5 5 5 9 0 \ 
V 0 l 5 0 0 5 5 j 

H = V 
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Q = 
Q n 

0 Q 22 

$ = H-UQV. 

With this structure it is easy to check that the structural constraints are met: 

I-PQ = {I-PC) - 1 l-fl(9u+92l) 
0 1— 9422 

and 

/ 0 0 \ 
-gn o 

1-g(gii+92i) 

C = - Q ( J - P Q ) - 1 = 1-.(ff?1
1

+ho ° 
0 0 

I 0 r&r- J 
\ 1-9922 / 

Solving the constrained problem with the methods of [8] leads to 

gii = 5.0004 + 0.4999A - 0.0498A2 + 0.0051A3 

+0.0034A4 + 0.0003A6 + 0.0001A7 + 0.0002A9 

q2i = 4.9996 + 0.5001A - 0.0502A2 + 0.0049A3 + 0.0036A4 

-0.0004A5 - 0.0001A6 + 0.0001A7 - 0.0002A8 

q22 = 4.9217 + 0.5726A - 0.0368A2 - 0.0015A3 + 0.0025A4 - 0.0001A6 

and the optimal value for the norm is 

| |$ | | = 0.3195. 

Solving the model matching problem without the constraint on Q being blocked 
diagonal leads to 

| |$ | | = 0.0005. 

Both values were computed with 10~14 accuracy from optimal. The resulting (con
strained) linear program involved 66 variables and 33 constraints and it was set-up 
in Matlab software as described in [13, 14]. 

3.2.3. Pareto optimal Hi design 

An alternative Hi -based design criterion that we investigate is a weighted sum of the 
h norms of the rows of $. In particular, we are interested in 

i=l 
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where fa is the zth row of $ and Yl7=i C{ = 1, C{ > 0. It can be shown [3] that 
minimizing the above criterion for various c '̂s captures all Pareto optimal solutions 
$ p . A Pareto optimal solution $ p in this case means that there is no other feasible 
$ such that 

l | & l l < l l # l l , V . = l , . . . , n and ||&|| < | | # | | , for some i = 1 , . . . ,n 

where 0P is the ith row of $ p . It should be clear then that, assuming existence, the 
set of l\ optimal solutions of the previous section (since they may not be unique 
in general) should include a Pareto optimal one. Thus, by solving the proposed 
weighted sum criterion for varying c '̂s there will be a combination that will generate 
an l\ optimal solution. This is obviously not the best way to solve £\ problems but 
it could provide insightful trade-offs. Next we proceed in minimizing the proposed 
cost and show that this amounts to a standard £\ minimization problem. 

To this end let qf{ and q2j be the ith of the n\ and the j th of the n2 columns of 
Qu and Q22 respectively and consider a row vector q defined by stacking all columns 
qfi and q2j in a row vector as 

q:= (q\\...q\ni ?2i . . -92n 2 ) . 

Split U = (Ua Ub) and V = (^j so that UQV = (UaQnVa UbQ22Vb) and 

denote uai and ubi the ith row of Ua and Ub respectively. 
Consider also Uai := diag(14^,1^, . . . ,wai) with n\ columns and similarly Uu := 

d iag (w^ , i^ , . . . jU^i) with n2 columns. Define as 

UA:=(Ual . . . Uani), UB:=(Ubl . . . Ubri2) 

and 
VA := diag(K, Va,..., Va), VB := diag(H, Vh,..., Vb) 

where VA and VB have respectively n\ and n2 diagonal blocks. Then, the rows 
of UaQ\\Va and UbQ22Vb stack together one after each other from first to last in 
a row vector, are respectively giU^VA and q2UBVB. Splitting H = (Ha Hb) and 
denoting ha and hb the row vectors produced by stacking the rows of Ha and Hb 

respectively we have that minimizing the weighted sum amounts to minimizing over 
unconstrained q G t\ the norm 

U\\:=\(h-qV)D\ 

where h := (ha hb), V = diag(VA, VB), and, D is a constant weight 

D = / d i a g ( c i / a , . . . , c n / a ) 0 \ 
V 0 diag(ci / 6 , . . . , Cn-^))/ 

with Ia and Ib identity matrices of dimension equal to the column dimension of 
UaQ\\Va and UbQ22Vb respectively. The problem is thus a standard t\ optimization. 
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By looking at this equivalent problem associated to Pareto optimal solutions, cer
tain properties of the optimal l\ solutions, assuming they exist, can also be estab
lished. For example, if an optimal closed loop map <£° for the t\ norm minimization 
corresponds to a combination of c*s reflected in D such that VD has full column 
normal rank and has no zeros on the circle, then the optimal (j>° is FIR and thus the 
same holds for 3>°. 

The Pareto optimal approach can also be used to solve H2/£i multiobjective 
type of problems as in [11] with constraints in Q. Finally, it should be clear that the 
pure %2 minimization problem corresponds to setting c* = 1 all i; this amounts to 
the same approach given in [7] for converting %2 constrained problems to standard 
model matching. Performing a standard l~i2 minimization by projection (e.g., [5]) 
of ||/i - qV\\ leads to_g°j2 = (J\-H2KV*)V~1 where V = V0V{ is an outer-inner factor
ization [4] of V i.e., ViV* = 1 where V0 has a stable left inverse V~l and Un2 is the 
standard projection of C2 onto /H2. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we investigated the problem of closed loop norm minimization of sta
ble plants subject to certain decentralization and decoupling constraints. It was 
shown that the problem is convex, however nonstandard, infinite dimensional opti
mization. Approaches to solve the optimal l\ control and variants were given. The 
case of unstable plants is a harder problem due to the fact that decentralization and 
decoupling may not always be possible. This a subject for future research. 
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